IRB GRADUATE STUDENT
FALL TRAINING

Offering two dates and times:

SEPTEMBER 25th
11am to 1pm – OR –
SEPTEMBER 28th
5pm to 7pm

held at the OU Graduate College
Robertson Hall; Room 311

The purpose of this IRB Graduate Student Training session is to provide information and guidance to OU Graduate Students who may conduct human subjects’ research. You will have an opportunity to meet the Staff of the HRPP and the IRB Chairs & Vice-Chairs. There will also be an opportunity for questions after the presentation.

The University of Oklahoma
Human Research Participant Protection
Institutional Review Board
Norman Campus

This session is VOLUNTARY but registration is required and is limited to the first 25 who respond per training session.

PLEASE REGISTER BY EMAILING shelly.smith@ou.edu

It is an opportunity to receive more detailed information regarding

• The IRB Process
• Submission Requirements
• Tips on addressing stipulations

Box lunch / dinner will be provided

HRPP / IRB
Five Partner’s Place
201 Stephenson Parkway
Suite 1300A
Norman
(405) 325-8110

website: irb.ou.edu
email: irb@ou.edu